**Repubblica - Read a Daily Newspaper**

"Repubblica" is one of the biggest national newspapers in Italy. Get informed about current events in the world and improve your reading skills at the same time!

**Libero - Read a Daily Newspaper**

"Libero" is a national Italian newspaper. It provides current articles about all many different topics. This is a good opportunity for advanced Italian readers to practise reading in an authentic context.

**Italica - Diverse Topics**

This portal contains many articles on topics like literature, music, and art.

**Logos - Multilingual Library Italian**

Here you can find several hundred Italian texts, which are often accompanied by a recorded version that you can listen to.

**BibleGateway - Read the Bible in Italian**

On this website you can read Bible passages while improving your reading skills. You can choose different versions of the Bible and search for the passage you would like to read.

**Matdid - Short Articles on Different Topics**

On this site there is a range of different reading material, some of which include videos. You can view the difficulty of the articles in the column on the right.

**Liberliber - Texts with Audio Recordings**

This small library contains short articles about authors and excerpts from their books. You can read along with the written text while you listen to the recorded version.

**Google News - News in Italian**

Google News collects Italian news reports and stories from Italy and the world in a compact and clear form. Categorised by different topics.